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Architects who keep up with the new designs demanded by the building industry will remain at the forefront of the design process in our information-technology based world. Being familiar with the tools available for simulations and early phase models will enable architects to lead the process.
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The aim of these workshops and conference is to help transfer and spread newly appearing design technologies, educational methods and digital modelling supported by information technology in architecture. By organizing a workshop with a conference, we would like to close the distance between practice and theory. Architects who keep up with the new design demanded by the building industry will remain at the forefront of the design process in our IT-based world. Being familiar with the tools available for simulations and early phase models will enable architects to lead the process. We can get “back to command”.

Our slogan “Back to Command” contains another message. In the expanding world of IT applications, one must be able to change preliminary models readily by using different parameters and scripts. These approaches bring back the feeling of command-oriented systems, although with much greater effectiveness.

Why CAADence in architecture?
“The cadence is perhaps one of the most unusual elements of classical music, an indispensable addition to an orchestra-accompanied concerto that, though ubiquitous, can take a wide variety of forms. By definition, a cadence is a solo that precedes a closing formula, in which the soloist plays a series of personally selected or invented musical phrases, interspersed with previously played themes – in short, a free ground for virtuosic improvisation.”

Nowadays sophisticated CAAD (Computer Aided Architectural Design) applications might operate in the hand of architects like instruments in the hand of musicians. We have used the word association cadence/caadence as a sort of word play to make this event even more memorable.
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Abstract: “Architectural quality” is a property of the built environment that, even though often quoted, is hard to define in rigorous terms. In our work, we take a step into that direction, based on recent results in cognitive sciences: We have conducted a survey in which our participants were asked to mark the occurrence of five qualities (monumental; progressive; structured; conservative; puristic) in photographs showing buildings (taken consecutively in an urban area). Combining the marked occurrences of multiple participants gives a density distribution on facades for every term. We may then correlate and compare the so-found qualities on the facade, in an effort to characterize and contrast them.
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INTRODUCTION

There is no clear notion of architectural quality. Some researchers define it as an impression of space, as experienced by an outstanding observer, others say that it is measurable – and have done so using algorithmic methods. However the quality of these statements is yet unclear; there has been little work on architectural space as experienced by real people, leading to a definition in rigorous terms that can define what “quality” really is. This paper seeks to bridge this gap by conducting a graphical survey along these lines, across a wide range of features available in a mixed use urban complex (both in Vienna and Shanghai), which is unprecedented to the best of the authors’ knowledge. If architectural quality can be defined by “evidence based methods” instead of speculation or “common sense knowledge”, we might be able to approach the subject in a more fact-based way, leading to a broader discussion.

Our work (also see [1]) is based on “Bodily maps of emotions” [2], a paper given by neurobiologists to survey the respective locations where emotions are felt in the human body (see Background and Related Work). From this, we deduced a method for architecture, in which we survey observed “qualities” (see Method). In the actual survey, participants of the study entered their respective perceptions according to the five terms “monumental”, “progressive”, “structured”, “conservative” and “puristic” in a graphical manner, by drawing over photographs (see Survey). The choice of the qualities was arbitrary, and we made no effort to establish a “complete” or otherwise “meaningful” listing of these. What we wanted was to showcase how any choice of qualities can be compared and contrasted during a future study, in order to get to a such a “complete” catalogue (see Analysis). We contribute an objectified view of architectural qualities by real people (not necessarily architects) which can be applied e.g. during the preparation or evaluation of competitions and for the verification of the hypothesized role of architectural features in buildings.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The general idea for introducing a measurement method for subjectively experienced emotions was inspired by a study of neurobiologists of the Department of Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering School of Science at Aalto University, Finland. In their paper 'Bodily maps of emotions' they conducted a study using a graphical approach, in which participants marked where they feel certain emotions (e.g. anger, fear, happiness, sadness) on a map of the human body [2]. The aggregation of all “bodily maps” then gives an overall impression on where each terminus is felt. The authors furthermore do a hierarchical clustering of emotions, leading to the discovery of which emotions are contained in one another, and which are closely related. The method we are proposing substitutes “emotions” with “qualities” and “bodily maps” with photographs of buildings taken sequentially in a common urban context.

Other rigorous investigations of architectural quality are mostly based upon spatial analysis within the digital floor-plan. For example, Franz et al. [3] predict different spatial qualities (spaciousness, openness, complexity and order) using isovist analysis. Key et al. [4] use a grid-based analysis approach in which they sample “enclosure”, “viewfield” and “continuity” as by their own definition.

Subjective investigation of spatial qualities has for example been conducted by Franz [3], who looks e.g. into emotional response concerning color and space, in categories of “pleasingness”, “beauty”, “excitement”, “interestingness” and so forth. The author concludes that color saturation and openness were the main determinants for emotional response. The question of whether participants with a professional background give a different assessment than non-professional ones has been researched by Llinares et al. [5] in the context of urban qualities. The authors conclude that there is no difference, which is also reflected by our own results (see Analysis). We also include a discussion of our results, which furthermore points to future work (see Discussion) before summarizing (see Conclusion).

METHOD

Our method proceeds in the following steps (also refer to Figure 1):

1. We let users mark qualities on photos, using a web-based surveying tool provided by the authors. In more detail, users are taken through a series of photos and asked to highlight features that they think belongs to a specific quality. Each quality is asked for separately, i.e. the same photo is presented multiple times before moving on to the next one. More technically, we use an overlay bitmap to capture the marks drawn over the original picture as transparent bitmap (fully black where the user has marked, transparent otherwise). In order to exclude non-architectonical features, we also apply a manually produced mask (made beforehand for each picture).

2. The captured bitmaps are called “occurrence map”; as said, we have exactly one for every quality in every photo in the case of a single survey participant. Aggregating all the occurrence maps of the same quality and photo for all participants gives a density distribution, which can tell us where a high number of participants agree that they see the quality in question on the photo.

3. For each photo, we may now compare the qualities based on some difference measure. In our case, we took the absolute sum of pixel differences among the two aggregated bitmaps. In that way, we could technically determine a “dis-similarity” between the two qualities for a single
SURVEY

The actual survey was conducted both in Austria and in China, using newly developed mixed use urban complexes (‘Viertel Zwei’, Vienna; ‘KIC Jiangwan’, Shanghai; see Figure 2) as a context. In Vienna, we had 16 and in Shanghai 13 participants. Thus, our results are necessarily explorative, i.e. not significant but rather hint at possible outcomes of a full-blown study to be conducted in the future.

Participants. Our participants were almost equally distributed in gender, yet the age class was mainly young people (Vienna: between 20 - 40 years ~84%; Shanghai: between 20 - 29 years ~72%). Most did not have any relation to architecture or urban design (Vienna: 79%; Shanghai: 79%). Generally there was a low percentage of ‘not provided’ information and most people did complete the survey fully.

Captured qualities. We captured five qualities, namely “monumental”, “progressive”, “structured”, “conservative” and “puristic”. Most participants were able to associate these terms with the facades of the buildings shown, even though we had just asked them to highlight where they see a certain quality on a photo (i.e. not especially mentioning buildings at all).

Comparability Vienna to Shanghai. It is questionable at first whether we can actually compare the Shanghai case to the Vienna one. First, both are successful urban development areas. Second, we have conducted an additional on-site survey with 30 participants (18 in Vienna and 12 in Shanghai) which captured “atmospheric data” concerning
the emotional, architectural and urban perception, with quite similar results. Both areas were seen as 'calm', 'inspiring', 'open', 'orderly' and 'simple'.

**ANALYSIS**

For every photo, we did a comparative analysis that shows the difference between the perceived qualities (Figure 3 gives an example for the case of Vienna).

In the Viennese case, the choices of marked areas (intensity) were more diverse, yet the areas which were marked, have been very specific (density) - assumption: a lot of quality distributed in the area, sure where it is;

In the Shanghai case, the choices of marked areas (intensity) were less and very specific, yet the areas which were marked have been more diverse (density) - assumption: less quality in the area, not sure where it is.

We also aggregated all results (all qualities in all photos) and got an overall outcome along the following lines: 1. The quality 'conservative': is the most controversial term since it was marked very specifically, yet the contestants distributed their marking very diversely - disagree about the location. 2. The quality 'structured': is distributed all around the areas and marked very diversely, in the meaning of everything in the area can be structured.

For now, the conclusion which we would draw from conducting these surveys is that the quali-
ties sought for are distinguishable in most cases, and the place on the facade where people see a certain quality is non-arbitrary.

DISCUSSION

The method for marking occurrences of qualities in images is certainly improvable (also refer to Figure 4): Some people would encircle parts of the image rather than marking in a hatched way, which we had assumed. As a result, more work needs to be done on interpreting the results, which is what we need to do in future work. Furthermore, we thought it beneficial to integrate all occurrence maps into a 3D model, by reverse-projecting the pixel images of all participants onto an urban model. In more detail (refer to Figure 5), the process [1.] needs to project each pixel image from the original viewpoint the camera had onto the facade, which [2.] is subdivided into a regular grid of which we take, for every ray intersection, the nearest point and add one to its color intensity. Since we do this for every bitmap and every vantage point, intensities accumulate, leading [3.] to an intensity distribution as is also shown in the lower part of Figure 5.

CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach that measures architectural qualities by use of a survey method deemed as ‘occurrence maps’: Users mark features which they perceive as belonging to a certain architectural quality in photographs, allowing us to study areas within the facade where such qualities occur. By contrasting different perceived qualities using the same photographs, we can furthermore get an impression about correlations or differences between the architectural terms used. Our studies were performed both in Vienna and in Shanghai, accounting for different perceptions and/or urban contexts. In effect, our method can be used for objectively quantifying urban space, e.g. for competitions, evaluation of the built environment and, in further work, also for the establishment of a catalogue of architectural terminology that is based on evidence rather than ‘common-sense knowledge’.
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